
Perth®

Glider
gentle motion | therapeutic comfort | excellent value



Healing in motion.
The Perth glider blends dynamic motion with therapeutic comfort. Whether it's exercise by gentle
rocking or the benefits of enhanced circulation, the glider supports the motions that speed recovery.

Perth® Glider

The Perth glider both rocks and
swivels 360 degrees, offering a
greater range of motion to help
patients relax throughout the
healing process. You can relax too,
because its excellent value and
long-term reliability make this glider
a natural choice.

Hardwood arms add warmth and
strength, while unlimited upholstery
options allow the glider to fit any
aesthetic requirements. An optional
moisture barrier further protects
your investment.

Its structural steel frame offers
performance and reliability, and the
glider’s tubular metal ring ensures
stability in all positions. The ball-
bearing mechanism provides
smooth, easy movement.

Designed by Daniel Cramer. 

Specifications

Designed for both comfort and
value, the seat and back cushions
are removable and field
recoverable, allowing for easy
replacement within minutes.

W 24.25   D 26.5   H 41.5

Seat: W 21.25   D 20   H 19

Arm Height: 24.5

COM Ydg: 4

Weight: 80 lbs.

360º Rotation

Blending motion and comfort to support recovery.
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The Perth glider swivels 360
degrees and can rock gently
back and forth while the
patient’s feet rest comfortably
on the floor.

Wood or poly (shown) arm
caps enhance design
possibilities and durability.


